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The Canal Zone Study Group mail sale
will celebrate its tenth anniversary this fall.
Dick and MaggieSalz, along with the West
Coast group, will have run 'sixsales and
Ginny and I, along with the East Coast
'contingent,: have rtin four sales.
Many hours of hard work go into each
sale commencing with the arrival of lots
and continuing until all consignors are paid
and .the balance has been sent to the CZSG
Treasurer. The sales have grown each year
and those in charge of them have learned
and improved many procedures: setting up
lots, printing and sending out catalogs, posting bids, packing and shipping lots, collecting, paying and bookkeeping.
Each year many letters and. short notes
arrive thanking those handling the sale for
another "job well done." These expressions
of appreciati~n plus the obvi~us success of
the venture make all of the efforts expended
worthwhile.
With the 1981 sale coming up, Dick Salz
will have conducted three sales consecutively. At this time, we are most hopeful
that another member or group of members
will assume responsibility for the 1982 mail
.sale. This will give Dick and Maggie a well
deserved rest and will fill the interval until
I retire and can resume running a share of
the mail sales.
'.
Thesemail sales are now a vital part of
the success of the Canal Zone Study Group
as they provide an important service to both
the selling and buying members.

REMINDER
MAIL SALE No. 10

o

This' is to remind those of you
wishing to place material in the tenth
CZSemail sale that the deadline for
receipt of lots is July 14, 1981. Send
via' registered or insured mail to:
R. H. Salz
50-27th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
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Errors and Varieties
By Gilbert N. Plass
There are only a handful-of the Scott
listed errors that We have been unable :to
run down and photograph. One of these
was Scott No. llSa, the 3¢·· Washington
with ZONE only. This error has finally surfaced and we are pleased to show it in
Fig. 1. This is a most unusual error.
The perforations are complete and normal
across the top selvedge in this block. I mention this as it might look imperforate in the
photo; but this is merely due to the fact

natural for the corner stamp to be the first
one folded over;. in some cases of course
additional stamps on a pane besides the
corner one were folded over. The· error in
Fig. 1 is the only case that I can recall
where the corner stamp was not folded Over
and is in. fact completely intact in this
block...
The. second' unusual thing that happened
to this block is that it was noticed by an
inspector at the Bureau and blue penciled

Fig. 1. Scott No. 115a, ZONE only.
that perforations
were not completely
punched out in this area. In 1933 the Bureau was using perforated and gummed
panes of 100 for overprinting. Sometime
after the perforating of this pane the middle
stamp of the top row was bent over and
creased. At the same time the vertical perforations were severed on each side part
way down the stamp. Then when the pane
was put in the press for overprinting the
result was that CANAL did not print on
the face of the stamp, but instead printed
partially on the gummed side of the error
stamp. The result was a true ZONE only
error due to a fold-over.
There are two unusual aspects of this
error. Virtually all fold-over errors involve
at least the corner stamp of a pane. It is
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for destruction. We can. only speculate as to
why it was not destroyed; possibly through
an error of the inspector it was not removed
from the stock of stamps after blue penciling. An early owner of this block decided
to remove the blue pencil and either used
an eraser or chemicals. Most of the blue
pencil was removed, but this treatment noticeably lightened the normal deep violet of
the basic stamp. Even in our figure you
can see that this center stamp. is lighter
than the rest. I had seen this block in an
auction catalogue years ago and noticed
this lighter stamp and concluded that the
block was probably a forgery, but this is
not true. The block is entirely genuine, but
the center stamp has been treated as described above. Indeed a most unusual piece.
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Very little CaJ;lal Zone material was offered at auction during the winter season.
Richard Wollfers offered one of the few
rarities, Scott No. 15 sold at $1350 compared to $1400 catalogue. In the following
list the price realized' is given with the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the
auction catalogue. The name of the auction
house follows. All items are unused and
without serious defects, unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar.
Scott No.1, used, $300 ($300) Richard
Wolffers; 2 on cover, $225 ($300) Peter
Kenedi; 3 on cover, $275 ($350) Kenedi;
9-10, bl. of 4, $24 ($16) Robert Slater; 11,
bi. of 4, $28 ($15) Slater; 12, bi. of 4, $35
($13) Slater; 14, pair on cover to Germany, $475 Kenedi; 20, nibbed perfs, $24
( $20) Slater; 25. bi. of 4, $54 ($55) Slater; 27, spaced CA in bi. of 4, $60 Slater.
Scott No. 35,pair, gum loss on one stamp.
$54 ($55) Slater; 3ge, inverted center and
overprint, $300 ($350) Kenedi; 46, $210
($225) Wolffers; 47, used, $120 ($1l0)
Kenedi; 48, thin, dist. og, $550 ( $650)
Wolffers; 54, small gum loss, $115 ($110)

Wolffers; 67, dark og, $575 ($500) Wolffers.
No. 73a, $110 ($85) Earl P. L. Apfelbaum; 84b, ZONE CANAL, $180 ($200)
Kenedi; 84d, $140 ($110) Apfelbaum; 86b
in pr., $425 ($450) Kenedi; lOla, $170
( $125) Apfelbaum.
No. C2, $95 ($100) Apfelbaum; 01-2,
04-7, 09 unused, plus 03 used, $120 ($49)
Kenedi; U3, $700 ($500) Kenedi; UFl,
$1100 ($900) Kenedi; 4 blank air letter
sheets as sold by Canal Zone PO, $12.
We would like to warn our members
about single copies that are supposed to be
Scott No. 22c. All that we have seen are
from the pane with the bottom row of perforations missing (below the stamp into the
selvedge) . Someone has cut off the horizontal perforations on the top of' these
stamps to make it appear that they come
from the pane that had horizontal perforations missing between the stamps. Stamps
cut from this error pane that contains No.
22c were left in vertical pairs and in vertical strips of three.

Winners
We are pleased to report that the following members have exhibited at various
shows throughout the world. Ed May received a novice award and a silver medal
for his "US Canal Zone," at CHARPEX '80
held in Charlotte, North Carolina, July 2627, 1980. James B. Helme was awared a
gold· medal plus ~a' special prize and jury
felicitations at BUENOS AIRES '80 held
at Buenos Aires, Argentina, October 24-November 2, 1980, for his "Canal Zone - A
Study of the Third and Fourth Printings."
Marshal Kean won a bronze medal at SCOPEX '80 held in Colorado Springs, Colorado, November 8~9, 1980, for ~his"Canal
Zone Specialized." Lee Cornell won a vermeil medal at ARIPEX '81 held in Phoenix,
Arizona, January 16-18, 1981, for his "Canal Zone Regular Issues, Air Mail Issues,
Postal Stationery, Covers from Canal Zone
Offices, 1904-1979, World War II APO
Covers."
A most interesting letter was received
from member Takahiro Ohta of Kanagawaken, Japan, who exhibited at JAPEX '80
held in Tokyo, Japan, November 22-24,
1980. He reports winning a Silver Bronze
for his exhibit of "Canal Zone 1904-1979."
I believe our readers will be interested in
knowing that there were. 162 exhibitors and
the following awards were made: Grand
Award NONE, Gold 1, Gold Silver 4, Silver 14, Silver Bronze 23, Bronze 57, and
"Fine Work" 35. That means the 28 exhibitors got nothing! - Apparently a different judging criteria than used in the
United States.
Mr. Ohta also wrote about ~other exhibit of Canal Zone at JAPEX '80; "U.S.
1922 Series" shown by a Mr. Matsumoto.
Unfortunately, Mr. Ohta did not say wheth-
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er or not Mr. Matsumoto was a winner.
It has been a delight to write up this
report. Congratulations to all exhibitors, and
if I have omitted anyon~'s name please let
me know and amends will be made in 9.
future

CZP.

-R.

H. SALZ

A 'New' Copy of 1¢
Inverted Center
By Tom Brougham
I recently obtained a used copy of Scott
No. 22g, the inverted center. This copy was
found - alas, not by me - in an otherwise undistinguished collection. Presumably
it is a 'new' copy, not previously counted.
Thus the number of used copies is approximately eight.
This copy shows a part of the 'NY &
CANAL ZONE' cancel with 'RMS' in the
killer. The article on this error appearing in
issue Whole No. 46 speculates on the date
of discovery and on the destination of mail
franked with copies of this inverted center.
This new copy may help to resolve these
questions.
While it is possible, it seems very un"
likely that this cancel was used in March
of 1908. (See my article on Sea Post Of"
fices in issue No. 48 - note the date of
the 'NY & COLON' cancel and the earliest
date of the 'NY & CANAL ZONE' canceL)
The 'NY & CANAL ZONE' cancel on this
22g makes the March 1909 date seem much
more liJ<ely.
Perry, Ohlson, and Col. George Goethals,
quoted in the article on No. 22g, indicated
that these stamps were used on mail to
local destinations. However, this 'NY & CANAL ZONE' cancel was applied only on a
ship. Almost certainly this copy of No. 22g
was carrying mail to the United States.

Scott No. U2b
Lawson Entwistle would like to know
how many examples of Scott No U2b have
the complete design printed on the inside
of the envelope. H you have one, please
let him or your Editor know.

U. S. Possessions
MeIIlbers who are interested in the stamps
of other United States Possessions, may be
interested in the United States Possessions
Philatelic Society. It issues a well printed
quarterly journal that covers Cuba, Guam,
Hawaii, Philippines, Puerto Rico, A. M. G.,
Trieste, Ryukyu and other possessions. It
publishes ..little on the Canal Zone since
that subject is thoroughly covered in our
own journal. A sample copy of the journal
and further information about joining the
society may be obtained from Kenneth M.
Koller, 217 Tyler Ave., Cuyahoga Falb.,
Ohio 44221.

Officials
By Gilbert

*Copies
6<1
lO¢
20¢
15¢
20¢
0'"Shovel
3¢
1¢
27,690
59,508
34,958
Steam
20<1
30¢
40¢
40<1
1O¢
30<1
5,000
25,084
29,111
5,389
6,109
5,225
Issued
Issued
Issued
2,000
Stevens
14,212
1.000
4,564
$1
5¢
10<1
44,678
;>,847
4,441
TABLE
49,723
29,525
5,000
I.
51,962
17,480
16,728
4,983
17,892
5,379
4,936
56,898
22,107
28,225
16,250
42,754
33,450
5,045
19,105
19,105
4,620
22,100
22,875
2,000
12,535
16,026
4,238
3,933
20,264
1,000
36,645
50¢
Type
15,242
4,353
III87,198
18,776
16,888
19,175
Used
Unused
Copies
21,639
Quantities
of Official
Stamps

N. Plass

Many collectors do not realize the very
low quantities issued of many of the Canal
Zone official stamps. This is especially true
for the unused official stamps that were
sold to the public through the Philatelic
Agency in the Canal Zone. The quantities
issued are given in Table I.
The Table shows that only 3,933 complete unused sets of the regular officials can
exist, whil~ there can only be 4,441 complete unused sets of the airmail officials.
This is the reason that unused sets of these
stamps are lacking in many collections. In
spite of the fact that these stamps are hard
to find, the price has remained quite low
until very recently, when their rarity began
to be appreciated.
There are no unused examples of Scott
No. 08 in existence as all copies were canceled to order and sold through the Philatelic Agency in that condition. A very few
unused copies of Nos. 03 and C08-12 are
known, but these were probably obtained
by favor from government officials, as no
unused copies were sold to the public as
far as is known.

Total

* A few unused copies exist, but were not sold to the public as far as is known.

The totals for the used stamps include
those actually used for official business plus
those canceled to order and sold in that tinued on Dec. 31, 1951 and the stamps which informed him of the startling fact
condition to the public. Only 12,535 used were declared invalid for postage. It was that "plate number 172555 was paired with
sets of the regular officials (less No. 08)
decided to sell unused official stamps to plate number 172555." IMPOSSIBLE! I
can' exist and~ 16;728 used" sefs-of the~my-=-the general- public-beginning on-Jan;--'"2-,-then-wrote -the-Bureau-srrggestirrg that-an-mail officials. All figures in Table I are 1952 for a three month period. Orders were error had been made and would they please
from official government documents and apparently only accepted through the end recheck. Two weeks later a cordial response
thus should be accurate. There is a slight of March, but it took the Philatelic Agency arrived noting that the first letter was in
possibility that there might be a discrep- another month to fill all the orders. The error and that "plate number 172535 was
ancy since the government did not distin- sale ceased ort Apr. 29, 1952 and all re. paired with plate number 172536."
guish between the Type I and II overprints. mainders were later destroyed.
So, if you are fortunate in having this
However it seems unlikely that any Type
The very limited sales of the unused book please make the addition of plate numII overprints were destroyed as they were stamps are thus due to the very short three ber 172536 to the already listed plate num·
issued over ten years prior to the destruc- month period during which orders were ber 172535 for the l¢ Gorgas coil. Patience
tion and were almost certainly sold out long accepted. The result is that less than 4000 and perseverence has paid off!
before.
collectors can have complete unused sets
The official stamps were announced in a of the officials.
directive dated April 8, 1941. The original
New Scott No. 39d
announcement stated that they would not
be for sale to collectors. Predictably there
11~Gorgas Coil Stamp
By R. H. Salz
was great demand for these stamps from
By R. H. Salz
The 2<1,Type II, with overprint reading
philatelists and a certain number of copies,
up, on the 1912-16 issue, Scott No. 39, was
presumably unused, leaked out by favor.
On page 47 of Canal Zone Postage
Complete sets of the regular and airmail Stamps, 1961-1979, there is a listing of plate printed in vermilion and black in 1912, and
stamps were advertised in the philatelic numbers used for the l¢, 10¢ and 25<1coil in orange vermilion and black in 1916.
These two listings are in the Scott Specialpress in early 1942 at prices from $400.
stamps (Sc. Nos. 160-162). On rereading ized catalog.
The authorities finally decided that they this section something looked fishy in-so-far
The Scott listing for No. 39d, overprint
would have to sell used official stamps to as the 1¢ coil was concerned. There is only
reading down, does not state on which
the public. Director of Posts Calhoun said one plate number listed for the l¢ coil "The speculation in these stamps reached how could a rotary press stamp possibly be printing this error occurred. An "early-bird"
vendor for the coming 10th CZSG Mail
a point where they were eventually forged printed from a single plate?
as to overprints and it was apparently a
A letter to the author, Hugh W. Cassibry, Sale sent in four examples of this error:
situation that approximated a monopoly." brought the reply that his information was two from the vermilion 1912 printing and
It was announced on June 19th that used taken from the Canal Zone postal files. As two from the orange vermilion 1916 printQfficial stamps would be sold a face value our treasur~r, Bill Kuttner, lives close to the ing. All four No. 39d's will appear in the
by the Philatelic Agency at Balboa Heights Bureau of Engraving and Printing, he vol- CZSG mail sale.
beginning on July 1, 1942.
unteered to look into the matter. A tele·
Seems that something new is always popThe use of official stamps was discon- phone inquiry brought a written reply ping up in Canal Zone philately!!
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Fig. L Balboa - before, l¢.

Fig. 2. Balboa - after, 2¢.

Fig. 3. Gaillard cut - before, 3¢.

Fig. 4. Gaillard cut - after, 5.¢.

Canal Zone Pictures

1-1/2¢ Magoon

By Gilbert N. Plass

Victor Bailey reports.a plate block of 18
of the 112¢ Magoon stamp with three of
the stamps including the plate number copy
entirely imperforate in the margin (at the
top of the block). The plate number is
160140. Another stamp in the block is nearly imperforate at the top. This is due to a
crease, as freak perforations occur in the
remaining selvedge.

This is the first of a series in which we
expect to show pictures of the Canal Zone
that are connected with its stamps. First
we show the original photographs that were
used for the 1939 anniversary stamps. The
scene used for the 1¢ stamp, Balboa before, is shown in Fig. 1. The artist used
only the center part of the photo, almost
as though he had come in with a zoom lens
to look at the scene. The scene used for
the 2q' stamp, Balboa - after, is shown in
Fig. 2. Again the artist used only the central part. The hill on the left at the horizon
seems to have been exaggerated.
Gaillard Cut - before, used on the 3¢
stamp is shown in Fig. 3. Here the artist
seems to have made considerable changes
in the photograph changing the tracks in
the bottom of the gorge and the cut on the
mountain at the right. Gaillard Cut - after,
used on the 5¢ stamp is shown in Fig. 4.
The bottom of this photo was cropped and
it seems that some of the landscape in the
distance was changed some. Our thanks to
James Helme for many of the photos used
in this series.
(Continued in next issue)

Panamanian Post Offices and
Postmarks Before 1904: A
Preliminary Report
By Edmund B. Thomas, Jr.
The pre-1904 postal history of the isthmus of Panama is a fascinating one which
has received considerable attention from
philatelists. James DeVoss has written extensively on the forwarding agents in particular and the movement of mails generally
before 1881. The British postal agencies at
Panama (C 35 cancels) and Colon (E 88
obliterations) have also been amply covered
in a wide variety of sources. Less attention
has been focused on the Colombian and
Panamanian state postal systems, however.
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This short article seeks to correct this imbalance.
Starting in 1859, Colombian stamps appeared on the isthmus. Since the Colombian
National Post Office maintained only two
offices on the isthmus, Panama and Colon,
these cities are the only ones for which
poshnarks can exist. Both handstamped cancellations and pen cancels do exist for Panama. and Colon. Colombian pen cancels do
NOT indicate revenue use; Colombia ordered all postmasters to write the name of
the town across the face of the stamp whenever a handstamp was unavailable. Most
Colombian postmasters obliged with beautiful manuscript town names on their stamps.
Panamanian postal employees, on the other
hand, were usually content to make mere
pen scratches across the stamps.
A true postal service on the isthmus
awaited the founding of the Panamanian
State Post Office in 1878. The Panama Star
and Herald for August 29, 1818 published
a list of the original post offices. Comparing
this list with a list of postal employees in
the new Republic of Panama's Gaceta Oficial of January 18, 1904, it was surprising
to discover only four additions and three
deletions after a quarter century of operation (and the three deletions - Buenavista,

Gatun, and Gurgona - were all part of the
Canal Zone in 1904 and so naturally were
not on the second list). Below is a list of
the 29 pre-revolution post offices on the
isthmus of Panama. All were established in
1878 unless otherwise indicated. Those post
offices for which I have seen cancellations
in the pre-revolutionary period are starred.
I would appreciate information on any other
town cancels which may exist.

Aguadulce
Anton
"Bocas del Toro
Buenavista
Capira
Chame
Chitre
"Colon
"David
Gatun
Gorgona
Guarare
Horconcitos
(after 1878)
La Chorrera
Las Palmas
Las Tablas

Los Santos
Nata
"Panama
Parita
Pedregal (after
1878)

"Penonome
Pese (after 1878)
Remedios (after
1878)
San Carlos
Santa Maria
"Santiago de
Veraguas
Sona
Tole

Isthmian Historical Society
Tivoli Guest House
Ancon

Canal Zone

November 17, 1958
The Bancroft Library of the University
of California at Berkeley has an extensive
collection of material on the Canal Zone
and Panama. While thumbing through the
card catalog I came across a reference that
sounded most interesting. The following
transcribed extemporaneous talks have a
postal theme; the other 33 reminiscences
were just as fascinating but were of a more
general nature . .Those old-timers had a wonderfulevening talking over old .times.
The format of the meeting was for the
chairman to callout: "Is there anyone presentfrom Oh-four, Zero-four ... Come right
on up here, sir ...
If you'll please sign
in ...
Now please give your name and
present address ...
And now would you
tell us what your job was ...
and your
most vivid recollection."

"... the most vivid memory is the lack
of conveniences in the postoffice. There was
absolutely no furniture or anything or any
convenience about handling the mail, and
it took quite a little while to get things in
condition so you could handle the mail like
it should have been, with some dispatch.
"My name is James J. Gilbert. My mail
address is ... 1 first came to the Isthmus
on July the third, 1906, on the steamship
Allianca, and I was assigned to work in the
Cristobal Postoffice. Ivlr. E. M. Bettin (?)
was postmaster. I worked there about three
months, and then ,they transferred me to
J\ilatachin,made me postmaster, and I WaS
postmaster at Matachin for about two years,
two and a half, and then they appointed
me assistant postrnaster at Culebra. I was
at Culebra and then Mr. Cook appointed me
as postoffice inspector, the first postoffice inspector they had on the Isthmus, and I
came over the Mr. Cook's office here in
Ancon, and had a desk in his office. I went
there every morning and caught the morning train out to some postoffice to inspect
it. After being about a year in that job, Mr.
Cook's assistant resigned, Mr. Menan (~) ,
and he aPPOinted me his assistant, and I
stayed right there and worked for Mr. Cook
all the time until he retired, until he had Lo
resign about the first of 1914. Then they
made me acting Director of Posts."
H. SAI.Z

The two gentlemen quoted came to the
Zone in 1905 and 1906 respectively. Fifty
plus years have elapsed between the time
While I am primarily interested in town of arrival and the 1958 meeting of the
cancels, I have seen four other types of Isthmian Historical Society. These men must
obliterations and should make a comment have been in their seventies. Her~ is the
on each of them. "Transitu" cancels are introduc.tory page of the book followed bv
fliirlycOiiiii1onan-d indicate the"nanClling or--th
~- t lk
-- ----------.
---mail as it crossed the isthmus.
e wo a s.
"A.P.N. de Panama" cancels (Agencia
"Roosevelt MEDAL Holders' Tape RePostal Nacional de Panama) seem to be iscorder Guest Book
1915 First Day Cards
sued to small towns as general cancellation
"The Word-for-Word Reminiscences of
devices. Perhaps separate devices for each
George Stilwell reports that he has found
35 Oldtimers who Helped to Dig THE
town were considered' too expensive so they
Scott Nos. 42 and 43 on separate first day
PANAMA CANAL
had multiple copies of a "general" one made
cover post cards each with the rare 10 mm
instead.
"Recorded on tape November 17, 1958 in spacing. Since this spacing only occurred
"Mensajaro" cancels might represent mail
connection with The Theodore Roose- once in a pane of 50, these cards are almost
cancelled on the Panama Railroad (i.e.,
velt Centennial Observations in the certainly unique.
from Buenavista, Gatun, and Gorgona). The
Canal Zone
"Mensajaros" in 1904 operated on the railroad line so I think the above is a sensible
"My name is Carl J. Clapp. My mailing
assumption.
address is .. , I first came to the Isthmus
No. OX6, Double Impression
Fourth and finally, cancellations exist on September 12, 1905, on the 55 Ancon,
The Canal Zone Post Office Seal, Scott
which indicate that Cauca province of Co- Captain Corning, commander. My first
lombia used Panamanian pustage stamps I.C.C. job was a carpenter at Gorgona. I No. OX6, was first issued in 1961. There
during and especially after the Revolution used my tools about three years and was were three printings; in order they were on
of a Thousand Days (1899-1902). Cauca called into the Superintendent's office as a thin transparent, medium, and thick paper.
was unable to obtain stamps from the Bogo- clerk, and on the first of November, 1905, The second printing has already been reta Post Office during the Revolution and I transferred to the Postal Department and ported with a double impression (Vol. 6,
afterwards Cauca and Panama provinces re- was clerk and acting postmaster at Cristo- p. 1, 1970), although at that time this was
mained on the gold standard while the rest bal. I took a vacation in June 1906, and called the third printing. The former first
of Colombia operated on paper currency.
came back and went to Las Cascadas as
printing is now Scott No. OX5 and the reFor anyone interested in the postal his- postmaster, was there about six months and maining printings of No. OX6 have been
tory of Panama prior to the formation of then was sent to Bas Obispo as postmaster. moved up one number. Now for the first
the Canal Zone in 1903, the above list ought I was there two years and was sent to Gortime we can report that the first printing
to prove useful. I am sure that cancels from gona, and was there from January the first,
on
thin transparent paper also exists with
additional towns must exist and I am writ- 1909, until May the twenty-seventh, 1911,
a double impression.
when
I
resigned
and
came
to
the'
States
in
ing this brief article in the hopes that its
-GILBERT
N. PLASS
the postal department.
publication will bring them to light.

-ft.
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Elections
Election of officers and directors for the
1981-82 term of office will take place tlIis
winter. In accordance with the by-laws of
the CZSG, Article VI, Section 2 the nominating committee is hereby appointed:
George R. Campbell, Chairman, 15 Mary
Lane, Waldwick, N. J. 07463; Michael
Demski; Kenneth J. Koob.
Once again here is your chance to make
changes in the various offices: President,
Vice-president, Secretary, Treasurer and
three Directors. Our biennial suggestion fOr
an infusion of new blood is heid out as
uS\lal for your consideration. Those wishing
to help paddle the canoe will please contact
the chairman. I wish, to thank George
Campbell and his crew for their dedication
to a thankless job - for the fifth time!

-G. W. STILWELL

A Canal Zone Gazetteer
Alan Doyle :md Gary B. Weiss
.
•..The Umted States Naval postal cancella-

4. ARRIVAL AT/ BALBOA
Fox 4-21-34
5. ARRIVAL/ BALBOA CZ
Whitney 4-22-34
6. ARRIVE/ COLON CZ
Lexington 4-29-34
7. ARRIVE/ CRISTOBAL CZ
Lexington 4-24~34
8. ARRIVE/ PANAMA CZ
Lexington 4-21-34
9. AT/BALBOA CZ
Mississippi 3-7-26
10. AT BALBOA/ CANAL ZONE
Brooks 5-27-33
11. AT BALBOA! PANAMA CZ
Richmond 4-2D-33 12-26-33
12. AT-SEA/ EN ROUTE/ BALBOA CZ
Bobolink 1-1-39
13. BALBOA & ANCON/ CANAL ZONE
Chester 5-9-36
14. BALBOA CZ/
Hopkins 2-18-25
J Fred Talbott 11-4-40
15. BALBOA! CZ
Raleigh 3-18-26
PC 509 4-22-41
(N 0 te: Ba lboa
.. m Iower case Ie tt ers
Kane 1-27-29; III
. unusuaI t ype f ace
Hovey 5-15-36)

tions (shIp cancels) .'used pnor to World
War II frequently rncluded place names
and/ or slogans between the killer bars of
the cancellation. This practice was popular 16. / BALBOA CZ
with ships visiting and passing through the
Sturtevant 12-14-32 Borie 3-27-41
Canal. The result is a tour of the Canal 17. BALBOA CZ/ NAVY DAY
with ship cancels. The earliest such Canal
Preble 10-27-34
Zone cancel we haXluecorded is from 19m -18.~ BALBOA CZI- ON RE'flJRN
and the latest from 1941; most are from
Bagley 9-19-37
the mid-thirties (1934-1937).
19. BALBOA CZ/ PANAMA
There exist variations in the types of
Reuben James 1-29,-29
cancels (Locy Type 3 and Type 5 in the
Chicago 5-16-36
Universal Ship Cancellation Society's classi- 20. BALBOA CZ/ SA CRUISE
fication), the style of letters, the color of
.. Hull 5-9-36
the cancel, the spacing (especially between 21. BALBOA CZ/ XMAS DAY
words but also in the relation of the two
Manley 12-25-36
lines of typ~) and th~ punctuati~n .(com- 22. BALBOA/ C ZONE
mas and penods). While these vanetIes (as
A
2 22 32
h· usmg
.
th e
ntares
- we11 as t h e many differen t SIpS
same slogans) are eagerly sought by spe- 23. BALBOA/ CALIF
cialists, they are beyond the scope of this
Chester 7-22"33
summary. Even with these limitations, we 24. BALBOA! CANAL CZ
have identined 131 different slogans and
Memphis 3-30-36
are sure that more exist. In the list that fol- 25. BALBOA/ CANAL ZONE
lows, for each slogan, the earliest and latest
Idaho 8_20-19
Clemson 5-3-41
ship usages that we have seen are included.
(Note: varieties CAWAL Tern 10We thank the many collectors who checked
27-34; inverted V for 2nd A of
their holdings against early versions of this
CANAL MacDonough 5-6-36)
listing and we would. appreciate additions 26. BALBOA/ PAN CAN ZONE
to the list. Please send xerox copies of covMoffett 10-18-37
~rs with. "new" slogans and an~ additional 27. BALBOA PAN/ CANAL ZONE
information to Dr. Gary B. WeISS;PO Box
Moffett 10-27-36
155; Substation 1; UTMB; Galveston, TX
77550.
28. BALBOA! PANAMA CZ
Whimey 3-9-26
Barry 1-31-41
1. ANCHORED AT/ PANAMA CZ
29. BALBOA PANAMA/ CANAL ZONE
Marblehead 4-21-34
Moffett 10-27-36
2. ANCHORED/ BALBOA CZ
30. BALBOA RP! CANAL ZONE
Lexington 4-21-34
Porter 7-25-37
3. ARMISTICE DAY/ BALBOA CZ
31. / CZ
Fairfax 11-11-35
Eagle 3-22-31

-15-

32. CANAL ZONE/
Pensacola 4-19-30
33. CANAL/ ZONE
Nitro 7-9-40
Brazos 2-25-20
34. / CANAL ZONE
Bushnell 4-S-29 7-25-37
35. CANAL ZONE/ ANIV
Childs 8-lS-36
36. CANAL ZONE/ AREA
Bainbridge 10-28-34
37. CANAL ZONE/ DIEGO BOUND
Cassin 3-7-39
38. CANAL ZONE/ PANAMA
Utah 3-16-23
Philip 5-15-36
39. CANAL ZONE/ PURCH 1904
Relief 2-26-34
40. CANAL ZONE/ WATERS
Cincinnati 2-20-25
41. CHRISTOBAL/ CANAL ZONE
Upshur 4-25-34
Shubrick 4-4-40
42. COCO SOLO/
Aaron Ward 5-24-34
43. COCO SOLO/ CZ
Philip 3-1-32
Sailfish 11-25-40
44. COCO SOLO/ CZ TUESDAY
Lapwing 12-25-34
45. COCO SOLO/ CZ WEDNESDAY
Lapwing 12-12-34
46. COCO SOLO/ CANAL ZONE
Bushnell 3-14-29
Submarine Division 11 4-25-41
47. COCO SOLO/ PANAMA
.. -. - BrooKS-- 9-20'-4'0----.--. 48. COCO SOLO/ PANAMA CZ
Tracy 10-30_34 11-5-34
49. COLON/ CZ
Craven 10-18-37
50. COLON/ CANAL ZONE
Memphis 4-24-34
Roe 5-23-40
51. COMSPERON/ BALBOA CZ
Trenton 5-30-35 1-1-36
52. CRISTOBAL/
Arkansas 3-4-? 3-5-?
53. CRISTOBAL/ CZ
Seattle 3-1-27
Blakely 12-27-41
54. CRISTOBAL/ CZ PANAMA
Hannibal 3-3-32
55. CRISTOBAL/ CANAL ZONE
Sapelo 6-22-24
Barney 1-4-41
56. CRISTOBAL/ PAN CAN ZONE
Moffett 10-18-37
57. CULEBRA IS/ CANAL ZONE
Honolulu 2-22-39 2-27-39
58. DEPART/ CRISTOBAL
Lexington 5-3-34
59. DEPART/ CRISTOBAL CZ
Lexington 5-3-34.
60. ENROUTE/ BALBOA CZ
Frigate Constitution 3-22-34
Sumner 11-24-40
61. ENROUTE/ CANAL ZONE
Louisville 4-14-34
Indianapolis 4-16-34

62. ENROUTE/ COCO SOLO CZ
Cachalot 10-27-38
63. ENROUTE/ COLON CZ
Moffett 10-17-37
64. ENROUTE/ CRISTOBAL
Yorktown 2-20-38
65. ENROUTE NY/ IN CANAL
Chester 5-5-32
66. ENROUTE/ PANAMA CZ
Colorado 12-23-34
67. ENROUTE TO/ BALBOA CZ
Richmond 12-21-33
68.ENROUTE TO/ PANAMA CZ
Kanawha 1-1-39
69. FIRST DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Northampton 4-21-34
70. FIRST SHIP/ TRANSIT
Texas 8-15-33
71. 1ST TIME THRU/ PANAMA CANAL
Dewey 4-6-35
72. FIRST TRIP/ THRU CANAL
Aylwir.. 10-7-35
73.FLEETcAIR/
BASE
Aircraft. Squadron (Coco Solo)
6-22-35
10-27-35
74. GATUN/ CZ
Bobolink 2-22-32
75. GATUN/ CANAL ZONE
Tulsa Br 7-30-27
Pennsylvania 8-12-31
76. GATUN-LAKE/ CANAL ZONE
Relier 4-24-34 (no hyphen)
Richmond 9-22-34
77. GATUN LAKE/ PANAMA CZ
Relief 4-24-34
Brant 5-2-39
78. GATUN LOCKS/ CZ
Neches 10-25-34
79. IN TRANSIT/ PAN CANAL
Indianapolis 4-23-34
80. IN TRANSIT/ PANAMA CANAl,
Chaumont 1-6-36
81. LABOR DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Richmond 9-4-33
82. LEX LEADS FLEET/RAPID
TRANSIT/ PANAMA CANAL
Lexington 4-23-34
83. MERRY XMAS/ BALBOA CZ
Richmond 12-25-33
Trenton 12-25-35
84. MIRAFLORES/ LOCKS CZ
Pennsylvania 4-24-34
85. MOTHERS DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Hannibal 5-12-35
86. MOTHERS DAY/ CANAL ZONE
Teal 5-12-35
87. MOUNT HOPE/ CANAL ZONE
Nokomis 2-22-36
Woodcock 11-11-40
88. MT HOPE/ CANAL ZONE
Mallard 8-16-?
Nokomis 9-6-37
89. NAVY DAY AT/ BALBOA CZ
Omaha 10-27-34

90. NAVY DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Sturtevant 10-27-32
Manley 10-27-36
91. NAVY DAY/ CANAL
West Virginia 10-27-34
92. NAVY DAY/ CANAL ZONE
Texas 10-27-34 Lapwing 10-27-35
93. NAVY DAY/ COCO SOLO
Lapwin~ 10-27-33
Submarine Division 11 10-27-40
94. NAVY DAY/ COCO SOLO CZ
Snapper 10-27-38
Submarine Division 11 10-27-40
95. 1933 1934/ BALBOA CZ
Richmond 1-1-34
96. PANAMA! BALBOA CZ
Babbitt 3-6-33
97. PANAMA CZ/
Dorsey 2-22~31
98. PANAMA! CZ
Procyon Flagship 2-27-26
Texas 5-9-36
99. PANAMA CZ/ US FLEET
Dickerson 4-22-34
100. PANAMA CZ/ USN
Twiggs 12-9c32
101. . PANAMA/ CANAL
Holland 2-23-31
Trenton 10-10-.38
10Q;. PANAMA CANAL/ OPENED 1914
Brooks 8-15-33
103. PANAMA! CANAL ZONE
Cincinnati 3-8-29
Houston 8-4-38
104. PANAMA CANAL/ ZONE BALBOA
Chandler 10-28-34
105. PEDRO MIGUEL/ LOCKS CZ
Pennsylvania· 4-24-34
106. ROTC CRSE/ CANAL ZONE
Tattnall 6-22-36
107. ROTC CRSE/ GATUN CZ
Tattnall 6-22-3.6 6-23-36
108. SCOUTING FLT/ CRISTOBAL CZ
Raleigh 3-22-31
109. SEEING/ PANAMA CZ
Lexington 4-22-34
110. SHAKEDOWN/ CANAL ZONE
Seawolf 5-18-40
111. SOU CRUISE/ BALBOA CZ
Worden 5-9-36
112. SPERON/ BALBOA CZ
Sturtevant 3-30-33
Claxton 7-4-35
113. SUB BASE/ COCO SOLO
Bushnell 6-18-34
Cuttlefish 1-12-39
114. SUB BASE/ COCO SOLO CZ
Bushnell 5-30-38
115. TABOGUILLA! ISL CZ
Kanawha 5-18-36
116. THANKSGIVING/ BALBOA CZ
Manley 11-28-35
117. 13 NAVY DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Colorado 10-27-34

-16-

118. TRANSICANAL! FOR WEST
COAST
Texas 10-24-34
119. TRANSIT/ CANAL
Ranger 4-7-35
Chaumont 7-4-36
120. TRANSIT OFf PANAMA CANAL
Constitution 4-7.34
Moffett 10-18-37
121. TRANSIT/ PAN CANAL
Saratoga 10-24-34
122. TRANSIT PAN/ AMA CANAL
Monaghan 5-2-36
123. TRANSIT/ PANAMA CANAL
Colorado 10-25-34
124. TRANSIT PED/ MIGUEL LOCK
Constitution 4-7-34
125. US FLEET ARRII VESBALBOA
Indianapolis 4-21-34
126. US FLEET ARRIVES/ BALBOA
CZj PLEASANT CRUISE
Herbert 4- -34
127. US FLEET/ BALBOA CZ
Langley 5-14~36
128. US FLEET DEP/ ARTS C nZONE
Indianapolis 5-4-34
129.. UPHAM/ CANAL ZONE
Clemson 9-18-40
Sandpiper 10~9-40
130.. XMAS DAY/ BALBOA CZ
Manley 12-25-35
131. XMAS DAY/ CANAL ZONE
Lapwing lQ;·25-35
Omaha 12-25-36

"MOUNT HOPE" Overprints
Thes~ are from a large virgin piece
of each, which we are breaking down.
. All are immaculate mint, fresh o.g.,
and never hinged.
No. 46~ (I¢ green and black) (Cat. $225)
Fine by V.F. centering
$165
V.F
$200
Extremely Fine
$225
Superb
$300
No. 48 (5¢ blue and black) (Cat. $650)
Fine by V.F. centering
$450

V.F.

$575

Extremely
Superb

Fi&e

$650
$850

Blocks of 4 Pro-rata in all
grades we can supply.
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
ELUSIVE CANAL ZONE?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
steck available
Siltisfaction .or I1nmediilte Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
linstallment Payment Tenns If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS
CLSG

